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Common Myths about Medical School Applications
Remember that each school has various guidelines; this document does not address all
variations.
Research each program: Medical schools are competitive. Ensure that you understand the
guidelines for each program and application. Some schools require MCAT scores, while others
don’t. Go beyond the application pages by looking at these resources.
 The AFMC Annual Report provides application details and statistics on every medical
program in Canada. Download online: http://www.afmc.ca/pdf/2011AdBk.pdf
 For University of Calgary applicants, the best resource is the U of C Medical
Admissions Blog: http://mdadmissions.ucalgaryblogs.ca/
 University of Calgary’s Applicant Manual is also useful in answering all application
questions:
http://www.ucalgary.ca/mdprogram/files/mdprogram/Applicant%20Manual%20final%2
0Aug%202.pdf
MYTH: I NEED TO HAVE A SCIENCE DEGREE TO GET INTO MEDICAL SCHOOL
A science undergraduate degree may meet the course requirements of some medical schools, but
the degree itself is not required. In fact, several schools in Canada don’t have any course
requirements; a student with no science background can apply.
MYTH: I NEED TO WRITE THE MCAT TO GET INTO MEDICAL SCHOOL
MCAT requirements vary from institution to institution. Some institutions do not require the MCAT or
only look at a section of it. At UCalgary, only the verbal reasoning mark is weighted in the
application score. There is no minimum requirement and a percentage is allotted based on the
mark.
MYTH: I CAN DECIDE TO DO THE MCAT AT THE LAST MINUTE
All prospective medical students register for the MCAT on the American Association of Medical
Colleges website (AAMC), whether they are Canadian or American:
https://www.aamc.org/students/applying/mcat/
Only when registered will you get a sense of the available locations and times for the exam. The
options fill up FAST so it is best for them to book their exam at LEAST 3 months ahead of time.
MYTH: SCHOOLS COUNT ALL ASPECTS OF THE MCAT, INCLUDING PHYSICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Some schools (like UCalgary and McMaster) only count your verbal reasoning score in the overall
evaluation of your file. The scores of the other sections (physical sciences/biological sciences) will
be visible to the committee, but they are not objectively calculated into your application score, like
the verbal reasoning score. Check with the rules of the institutions to which you plan to apply.
MYTH: I NEED TO VOLUNTEER AT A HOSPITAL TO GET INTO MEDICAL SCHOOL. With
increasing applications to medical schools, many applications will blur together, i.e., with each
application having the common pattern of volunteered at hospital, interested health related research,
and engaged in fundraising. Rather than setting out to fit this cookie cutter model, focus on your
passions. If your passions fit the typical pattern that’s great, but don’t feel like this has to be you.
In your personal statement, you’ll be making a coherent argument about how your past experiences
reflect your passion. Yes, have volunteer and extra-curricular experiences, but focus on quality and
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length of commitments over number. You want to show that you are engaged in activities that reflect
your interests, while demonstrating an effective use of time and resources. If these activities are tied
to helping others, that’s all the better.
MYTH: THE CRITERIA FOR GETTING INTO MEDICAL SCHOOL IS THE SAME AS TWENTY
YEARS AGO
If you talk to current faculty on admission committees, you’ll often hear them say that they would not
get into medical school now. More students have undergraduate degrees and a wider range of
students are applying. The Canadian Medical Association has developed a framework which
reflects the abilities and attributes of physicians (http://rcpsc.medical.org/canmeds/CanMedssummary_e.pdf)
Read these guidelines: they will give you a sense of both what programs are looking for, and what
you will be doing for the rest of your career. Key attributes listed include medical expert (central
role), communicator, collaborator, manager, health advocate, scholar, and professional. Make sure
to read this for yourself.
MYTH: I MUST HAVE A 4.0 TO GET INTO MEDICAL SCHOOL
GPA is considered in most medical school applications, but its weight varies from program to
program. In fact, the minimum GPA requirements change for in province and out of province
applicants. You need to be above the minimum requirements. With hundreds of applicants for a few
spots, below the required GPA often means the rest of the application is not considered. Of course,
the higher the GPA, the better the chances, but a high GPA certainly isn’t a guarantee.
MYTH: REFERENCE LETTERS ARE EASY TO GET.
A general reference letter that broadly describes the candidate is easy to get, but like most things
most easily attainable, they are of little use. Letters are central to a strong application as they offer
an outsider’s perspective of the candidate.
1. Select a willing referee: It there is any pause or hesitation, don’t press for a letter. Referees
don’t want to write bad letters. Always give an easy way for the referee to say no: I know
you’re busy….
2. Prepare your referee: Send your referee as much information about what is expected in the
letter by the program. Send them a quick summary of the CANMEDS framework. Send them
a copy of your personal statement. Refresh their memory about assignments, or events. A
prepared referee can refer to a particular example. These letters mean more than “the
student was in 3 of my classes and did well.”
3. Positions and titles add to an already strong letter: The reference letter will be judge based
on the perceived authority of the author. A professor’s reference is stronger than a T.A.’s.
Similarly don’t get references from your peers.
4. Give them time to write it: Don’t rush your referee. Given them as much time as possible.
MYTH: PERSONAL STATEMENTS ARE JUST ABOUT WHY I WANT TO BE A DOCTOR
The personal statement is about YOU: your skills, your passions, and your preparedness. The
average application statement gets 30-90 seconds of attention. The first lines of this document need
to engage the reader. Narrative accounts are ok, if they aid a cohesive and argument driven
document. Avoid the cliché formations. Talk about your passions and experiences. Your personal
statement should be as unique as you are.
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Don’t just state it. Explain it! You may end up making fewer claims, but they will be stronger. Use
experience as windows into the person that you are. If it is important, explain it. In a short
document, like a statement, the focus should be on the quality of what you present, not the quantity.

